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Abstract—Optimized placement of clients in a distributed
publish/subscribe system is an important technique to im-
prove overall system efficiency. Current methods, like interest
clustering or publisher placement, treat a client as, either
a pure publisher, or subscriber, but not as both. Also, the
cost of client movement is usually ignored. However, many
applications based on publish/subscribe systems model clients
as publisher and subscriber at the same time, which breaks
the assumptions made by current approaches. Considering
the complex dependency among clients, we propose a new
community-oriented clustering approach, based on the forming
of client clusters that exhibit intense communication relation-
ships, while keeping client movement cost low. The evaluation
based on a public data set shows that our method is efficient,
adapts to different settings of experimental conditions, and wins
over the popular interest clustering approach with respect to
number of messages sent, propagation hop count and end-to-
end latency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A distributed publish/subscribe system (DPSS) [1], [19]
offers a loosely coupled communication abstraction for
networked applications. DPSS has recently witnessed a
renewed rise in adoption, especially in many large-scale
commercial systems, such as GooPS [31], Google’s inter-
nal publish/subscribe system connecting applications across
disparate data centers worldwide. Similarly, Yahoo’s PNUTS
distributed data store employs a publish/subscribe system to
propagate updates across data centers worldwide [11].

In state-of-the-art DPSS, clients join the system by con-
necting to the closest edge broker [8], [19] or to any broker
without restrictions [7], [17]. The net result of these policies
is the potential for introducing an unpredictable number of
overlay hops between publishing and subscribing end-points
that may result in untolerable overloads and high message
delivery delays. In order to implement optimized placement
of publishers and subscribers on the broker overlay, recent
approaches, such as interest clustering [30], [32] and pub-
lisher re-location [9], have been proposed.

Interest clustering [30], [32] attempts to place subscriber-
s with similar interest in close proximity on the pub-
lish/subscribe overlay, so as to reduce message process-
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ing and delivery delays by enabling path sharing among
related subscribers. In contrast, publisher relocation aims
to dynamically relocate publishers to shorten the message
delivery distance [9]. Both approaches have proven effective
in improving overall system performance.

However, these approaches neglect two important points.
First, complex communication relationships in interacting
clients are not taken into account. Existing approaches
often treat clients as either publishing or subscribing end-
points, but not as both. This simplifies analysis by modeling
the communication relationship among clients as a bipar-
tite graph. However, this assumption is in contrast to the
needs of emerging applications employing publish/subscribe
systems such as business process management [20], large-
scale stream processing [36], and resource discovery [15],
where clients play the role of a publisher and a subscriber
at the same time. The communication relationship among
clients in these scenarios is more complex and must be
modeled with an acyclic graph rather than a bipartite graph.
For example, in a service and resource discovery scenario
employing publish/subscribe [15], a client acting as a Web
service subscribes to service input and publishes output.

Current interest clustering (IC) [30], [32] and publisher re-
location approaches [9] do not consider these more complex
communication relationships in optimizing publish/subscribe
interactions. In order to support this observation, we carry
out a simple experiment to see how interest clustering effects
a publish/subscribe-based application scenario dominated by
complex communication relationships. For the experiment,
we randomly deploy hundreds of Web services in a 20-node
DPSS and trigger a number of service composition processes
as described in [15]. We then record the latency of each
message as the Web service composition is triggered. The
message latency distribution is shown in Fig. 1. We observe
that the latency of 82% of the messages is within 1 s.
We then use interest clustering based on k-means to group
clients [32]. The results show that interest clustering cannot
always increase the proportion of messages delivered within
1 s. On the contrary, the proportion of messages experiencing
higher latency increases.

The reason is that although interest clustering can group
clients with similar interest, it may inadvertently divide
clients with intensive communication relationships into d-



Figure 1: Latency distribution before & after IC[32]
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Figure 2: Interest clustering vs. community clustering

ifferent interest groups, thus increasing the average message
delivery distance. Fig. 2-(a) shows a service composition for
services s1 to s7 and Fig. 2-(b) shows the subscription issued
by each service. At runtime, we find that there exists an
intense communication relationship between s1, s2 and s5
for the given composition. That is, the number of messages
exchanged among these three services is much larger than
among the other services (marked in the figure with bold
arrows.)

If we consider the interests of services s2, s3 and s4,
which subscribe to messages matching [type,=, t1], and s5,
s6 and s7, which subscribe to messages matching [type,=
, t2], then an interest clustering algorithm may group these
services into three clusters: {s1}, {s2, s3, s4}, and {s5,
s6, s7} (cf. Fig. 2-(c)). This grouping increases the delivery
distance of messages among services s1, s2 and s5, thus neg-
atively impacting the average message latency. If instead, we
consider the complex communication relationship among s1,
s2 and s5, and place these more intensely communicating
clients together, the message delivery distance is shortened
reducing average message delivery latency (cf. Fig. 2-(d)).

The second point existing approaches do not consider is
the cost of client relocation in optimizing the interactions
in the publish/subscribe system. Interest clustering and re-
location algorithms change the location of clients [30]. For

example, when a subscriber is relocated, the routing tables
along the path from the source broker to the target broker
have to be reconfigured, to guarantee correct delivery of
notifications throughout the relocation process [16]. New
system-internal messages need to be generated to update
the routing tables of brokers, which brings about additional
maintenance cost for client relocation [16]. This relocation
cost must be considered in the overall optimization, as it is
pointless to achieve better performance at too large a cost to
bare for the system. Current approaches assess movement
cost, but do not take the cost into account for optimizing
client placement. For instance, Baldoni et al. proposed an
algorithm for reorganizing the overlay and evaluates the
notification cost [3]. Chockler et al. designed the Spider-
Cast protocol to effectively trade off the balance between
average overlay degree and communication cost of event
dissemination [10]. Besides experimentally assessing the
cost, we suggest to carefully balance the trade-off between
performance improvement and cost of client relocation in
the algorithm.

To address this problem, we propose the community-
oriented clustering approach to relocate clients. We define
a community to be a set of clients with an intense com-
munication relationship. Our approach addresses both of
the issues outlined above. First, we explicitly take complex
communication relationships among clients into account,
especially those resulting from scenarios where clients act
as publishers as well as subscribers. Second, we model the
client relocation problem as a function optimization problem
and treat the system maintenance cost as an additional
constraint. We aim to improve overall system performance
while keeping system maintenance cost low. In the end,
clients within the same community, which may initially be
scatter all over the overlay, are grouped together to shorten
the message delivery path.

Our algorithm works in three phases. In Phase 1, we
build the communication relationships on the overlay among
clients and extract communities. In Phase 2, we place the
communities to geographically close brokers. In this phase,
we use a heuristic to balance the trade-off between reducing
the average message hop while minimizing the maintenance
overhead. In Phase 3, we apply load balancing in each
geographic overlay cluster, introduced by [34].

We adopt a service composition scenario for the evalua-
tion of our approach by experimenting with different types
of network models based on public Web service compo-
sition data, generated by WSBen [27]. The relationships
of Web service compositions can be classified into three
types, including the scale-free network [5], the small-world
network [33], [21], and the random network. We compare the
performance of our approach against the interest clustering
method and evaluate whether our approach can adapt to
different physical overlay structures.

The main contributions of this paper are:



1) We propose the novel community-oriented clustering
algorithm to relocate clients in a distributed pub-
lish/subscribe system, aiming to improve the perfor-
mance of the system.

2) We propose a heuristic to trade off between per-
formance improvement and system maintenance cost
when relocating clients. Unlike existing approaches
that measures the cost of relocating clients, our ap-
proach explicitly considers system maintenance cost
as part of the optimization objective, to improve the
system performance at a lower cost.

3) We conduct an extensive experimental evaluation and
comparison to related approaches based on a public
benchmark to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
approach. The results show that our algorithm is
effective under different experimental conditions.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 puts our
work in the context of related approaches. Section 3 details
our algorithms. An experimental evaluation and results are
presented in Section 4.

II. RELATED WORK

Clustering algorithms for DPSS: Current interest clus-
tering algorithms are mainly focused on clustering subscrip-
tions with similar interests. Riabov et al. defined a metric to
measure the distance of subscriptions and compared several
clustering methods such as K-means [32]. A subscription
is represented as a vector, each element of which is 1
or 0. The non-zero elements correspond to the interest of
subscribers in the whole event space. The distance between
two subscriptions is calculated through the mean-square dis-
tance. Querzoni et al. [30] summarized the interest clustering
algorithms for event routing in several systems.

Another algorithm from Milo et al. [22] based on topic-
based publish/subscribe systems dynamically clusters sub-
scriptions according to the benefit of adding a subscription
to a cluster. This algorithm first defines the overall cost
(OC) which is the sum of maintenance cost (MC) and
dissemination cost (DC) in the system. If adding a subscrip-
tion to a cluster or merging two clusters lowers the OC,
meaning the system benefits, clustering takes place. Zhang et
al. [35] proposed a hybrid approach based on grouping
subscriptions to reduce matching cost. Cheung et al. [9]
proposed a publisher placement algorithm, which optimizes
system efficiency by publisher re-locating.

Community Structure of Complex Networks: It is be-
ing discovered that more and more systems tend to resemble
complex networks, such as the network of interpersonal
relations or the link relationships among Web pages [2].
In order to design a benchmark for service composition,
Oh et al. [27] analyzed a large number of Web services
and found that the relationships among services can be
interpreted as a complex network. In this paper, we use Web
service composition, as it is an emerging scenario for the use

of publish/subscribe-style interactions [16], to evaluate our
community-oriented clustering approach. The relationships
of services in our evaluation are built based on Oh’s insights.

The problem of how to determine communities in a
network has been extensively studied. It has been found that
there exists community structures in complex networks [12],
[13], meaning that a network can be partitioned into several
communities, and the intensity of links inside a community
is stronger than to nodes outside the community. As the
network of clients involved in a composition, based on
Oh’s analysis, resembles a complex network, a similar
community structure exists among clients in a distributed
publish/subscribe system.

Existing algorithms for extracting communities from net-
works can be classified into four types: Kernighan-Lin
algorithms [18], information-theoretic algorithms [29], split
algorithms [13] and assembly algorithms [6]. Newman et
al. proposed an approach, which has been studied by
many other researchers [25]. He defined a metric called
modularity. Modularity indicates the difference between a
good partitioning of a network and a random network,
which exhibits no communities. Although the theory about
modularity is still under development, the algorithm has
proven effective in determining communities of interest. We
adopt this algorithm in our work and construct communities
of clients in the distributed publish/subscribe system based
on the communication frequency of messages among clients

III. COMMUNITY CLUSTERING

The placement of clients on the broker federation affects
the performance of the distributed publish/subscribe system.
Current algorithms ignore the complex dependency among
clients and the maintenance cost of relocation. Instead, we
consider this complex dependency and model the client relo-
cation problem as an optimization problem with maintenance
cost as a constraint.

The objective function of our model is defined in Equa-
tion 1, where m denotes the ID of a message, m ∈ [1, M],
M denotes the count of messages, and c denotes the ID
of a client, c ∈ [1, C]. We use the average travel distance
of messages (the message m is routed hop by hop in the
overlay, and the number of hops is calculated by Hop(m))
to quantify the performance of the system. The average
travel distance of messages is directly related to the amount
of messages that need to be generated during delivery of
notifications. It affects the average message latency, which
determines the efficiency of the distributed publish/subscribe
system.

min(

∑M
m=1 Hop(m)

M
)

s.t. min(
C∑

c=1

maintainCost(c)) (1)



Figure 3: Overview of three phases of approach

In order to reduce the average travel distance, we deter-
mine the physical grouping of clients that exhibit an in-
tense communication relationship. We call this approach the
community-oriented clustering algorithm. The three phases
of our algorithm are shown in Fig 3. First, the commu-
nication network of clients is built and communities of
clients are extracted from the network. Second, the extracted
communities are placed into geographically close brokers
to shorten the message delivery distances. In addition, a
heuristic method is introduced to balance the trade-off
between reducing the average travel distance and minimizing
the maintenance cost. Third, load balancing is performed in
each geographical cluster. These steps are applied iteratively
to obtain the optimized value given by Equation 1 to improve
performance at small maintenance cost.

The larger the number of clients moved, the higher the
maintenance cost. Therefore, we use the number of moving
clients to estimate the maintenance cost in Equation 1. The
cost of client movement within clusters is ignored, as it is
much smaller than the cost of movement across clusters.

maintainCost(c) =

{
1 if c is moved across clusters
0 else

(2)

A. Phase 1: Community Extraction

The communication relationship among publish/subscribe
clients can be represented with a weighted directed graph
G = {V,E,W}. The vertex set V represents the clients,
and a directed link lnk ∈ E with the weight wnk ∈ W
shows that client n sends wnk publication messages to client
k. During a certain period, wnk can reflect the frequency of
messages that n sends to k, which shows the communication
relationship from n to k. Placing a set of intensely related
clients in geographically close brokers shortens the distance
of the majority of messages sent and thus reduces the

propagation hops, the delivery latency, and the overall load
in the system.

We extract the communities from the network of clients
using Newman’s algorithm [25]. Suppose that a communi-
cation network is divided into several communities and ei,j
is the fraction of edges in the network that link vertices
in community i to vertices in community j. In a specific
community division, the overall fraction of edges within
communities is

∑
i ei,i. The sum ai =

∑
j ei,j represents

the probability that the vertices in community i is con-
nected to by the other vertices. So in a network without
regarding communities, the probability that the vertices in
i have connections with the vertices in j is ai × aj . The
modularity, defined as q =

∑
i(ei,i − a2i ), measures the

variance that in a specific community division, the fraction
of within-community edges minus the same quantity but
with random connection edges among the vertices. The
community structures are more evident in the network if q
is bigger. Initially, we set every client as a community, and
iteratively merge two communities into one and compute
the new value of q. The iteration stops when q reaches its
peak value, and the corresponding partitions are the extracted
communities.

B. Phase 2: Community Clustering
In this phase, we group the communities onto the bro-

ker federation subject to the constraint of minimizing the
maintenance cost. First, we define what geographically close
brokers are. Usually the broker federation can be considered
as a combination of several sets of physically close brokers.
We call such set of brokers a cluster. For example, the
brokers connecting to the same hub or located in the same
intranet could be considered a cluster. The broker federation
of a distributed publish/subscribe system can be viewed as
a set of clusters connected via a backbone. We then adopt
a heuristic-based method to place the communities onto
clusters.

We introduce two terms: client-proportion and majority-
place, used in our algorithm. We use two denotations here:
i ∈ [1, I] is the ID of a community and s ∈ [1, S] is the ID
of a cluster. The client-proportion Pr(i, s) of community i
in cluster s shows the ratio amount of the community in the
specific cluster, specified in Equation 3. The majority-place
Mp(i) is the cluster that has the biggest Pr for community
i, specified in Equation 4, or the cluster that has the most
amount of clients of community i.

Pr(i, s) =
the count of clients of i located in s

the count of all clients of s
(3)

Mp(i) = s while s = argmax
s′

Pr(i, s′) (4)

The maintenance cost is minimized if the clients of
community i are clustered onto its majority-place Mp(i).



Algorithm 1 Community Clustering
1: Initial a Queue Q;
2: Put all clusters S into Q;
3: while (!Q.empty()) do
4: s = Q.removeHead();
5: if (s is not overloaded) then
6: Sort the communities located in s according to

Pr(i, s) in descending order;
7: for (each community i in s) do
8: if (i is placed) then
9: s′ = getCluster(i);

// get the cluster i was previously placed to
10: if Pr(i,s)>Pr(i,s′) then
11: Place i to s;
12: if (s′ is not overloaded) then
13: add s′ into Q;
14: end if
15: end if
16: else
17: Place i to s;
18: end if
19: end for
20: end if
21: end while

However, we can not cluster a community onto its majority-
place regardless of the locations of other communities,
otherwise the majority-place may be overloaded. Here, a
cluster s is defined as overloaded when the amount of mes-
sages handled by it exceeds V (s), specified in Equation 5,
by a specific ratio. In the worst case, if a cluster is the
majority-place of all communities, placing all communities
in the same majority-place overloads the cluster, while other
clusters remain empty. Alternately, the community can be
clustered onto the cluster with the second biggest client-
proportion, or the third, unless the community is overloaded.
This means that we are able to guarantee better performance
at the expense of slightly higher maintenance cost.

V (s) = the amount of total messages

× the count of brokers in the cluster s
the count of total brokers

(5)

Algorithm 1 specifies our majority-place-based commu-
nity clustering method. In the initial state, each cluster has
a ranked list recording the client-proportions of all commu-
nities in it (Line 6). In the loop, we place the communities
in a cluster in descending order of client-proportions and
stop the allocation when the cluster is overloaded (Line 17).
A community i placed previously is re-placed to another
cluster which has larger client-proportion (Line 10, 11).

Phase 1 and Phase 2 is iterated to determine the opti-
mized community extraction and relocation policy. When

a community is redivided into smaller communities, the
performance of the system decreases and the maintenance
cost is reduced. The loop termination condition is: if between
two iteration, the ratio of performance decrease Rp is larger
than the ratio of maintenance cost reduction Rm, which
means that the loss of performance after redivision is bigger
than the reduction in cost. Through the iteration, we aim to
balance the trade-off between the performance improvement
and the maintenance cost.

C. Phase 3: Load Balancing

After grouping a community to a cluster, we perform
load balancing among the brokers within a cluster. In pub-
lish/subscribe systems, the load of a broker consists of two
parts: the messages from the clients connecting to the broker
and the messages from adjacent brokers. We take the first
part into account in load balancing for two reasons: (1) After
community-oriented clustering, the majority of messages are
delivered within a few hops. For a broker, this helps to
reduce the amount of messages from adjacent brokers. (2)
This simplifies the calculation in the algorithm. The load
of a broker is measured through the sum of the amount
of messages sent by the clients connecting to the broker.
A client moved from another cluster is allocated to the
broker with the lowest load. A more accurate and complex
solution for load balancing of brokers is introduced in [34],
which is based on a data structure recording the historical
matching information of publications that is used to predict
the change of load when moving clients among brokers. We
assume that the communication dependency among clients
does not change very frequently. We could simply re-run the
algorithm, if that assumption does not hold.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experiment Setup

Platform and Metrics: We use Padres, an open source
distributed publish/subscribe system developed by the Mid-
dleware Systems Research Group at the University of Toron-
to, as our experiment platform. Our community-oriented
clustering algorithm is implemented as an independent mod-
ule, which analyzes the logs of the whole system and deter-
mines the relocation places for the clients. The performance
of the system is quantified through message hop counts
and message propagation latency, and the maintenance cost
is measured in terms of the number of clients moved
across clusters. In addition, we also measure the amount
of messages processed by brokers, especially those on the
backbone of the system, to show the effect on load reduction.

Setup: We compare the performance of our community-
oriented clustering algorithm under different experimental
conditions with that of another popular type of clustering
algorithm, the interest clustering algorithm [32]. Interest

http://www.msrg.utoronto.ca/projects/padres/



clustering in our experiments is applied as follows. Assume
that the subscription set of client i is denoted as Si. The
similarity between client i and client j, Dij , is calculated
through Equation 6. The clients are grouped through a
clustering method such as K-means [14].

Dij =
Si

∩
Sj

Si

∪
Sj

(6)

We use distributed service composition, a typical application
of DPSS [15], as our application use case. Each service is a
client deployed in Padres, while the input parameters are
converted to subscriptions and the output parameters are
converted to publications. We then issue random service
compositions to simulate the execution of service compo-
sitions, and thus generate the workload for our experiments.
We use a central monitor to accumulate all the logs from
each publish/subscriber broker.

The factors that influence the results of our algorithm
include the following aspects:

1. Relationship of Clients The communication relation-
ships among clients effect the result of extracting com-
munities. We use WS-BEN [27], a tool that produces Web
services according to the features analyzed from about one
thousand real Web services, to generate Web services for
our experiment. In addition, the relationships of clients
produced by WS-BEN tends to be considered as a scale-free
network [5]. So for a more comprehensive understanding, we
also generate two other types of network relationships, called
a small-world network [33], [26] and a random network, to
evaluate whether our algorithm is sensitive to different kinds
of client relationships.

The small-world network is built as follows [26]: First, we
number the clients. Each client subscribes to the messages
from its k neighbors. Then, we add m communication links
into the network by randomly choosing two clients and
adding a link between them with probability p. Parameters k,
m and p are constants set for each experiment. The random
network is built as follows: Each client randomly subscribes
to messages from other clients.

2. Topology of Overlay We generate two kinds of overlays
to evaluate whether our algorithm is sensitive to the choice
of topology. One kind is comprised of several clusters
with different broker counts. We generate an overlay, each
cluster of which has 3-8 brokers assigned to it randomly,
with a backbone connecting all clusters. The other kind is
comprised of clusters with an equal broker count.

3. Initial Location of Clients The initial location of
clients is related to the calculation of moving cost. In our
experiment, we test the efficiency of the algorithm in two
kinds of distributions of clients in the overlay. One is that
the clients connect to the overlay randomly, to achieve an
overall balanced distribution on the whole overlay. The other
is that the clients connect to just some clusters of the overlay

and the other clusters remain empty, to achieve an extreme
distribution on the whole overlay.

B. Experiment Results

We change the communication relationships among
clients, the topologies of the overlay, and the initial location
of clients to evaluate whether our algorithm is efficient
and sufficiently general, meaning that it can achieve good
performance under different experiment conditions.

Client Network: In this experiment, we construct three
kinds of communication relationships among clients, includ-
ing the scale-free network, the random network, and the
small-world network. We generate an overlay randomly, as
shown in Figure 4, which has 8 clusters and 45 brokers
excluding the backbone, and about 200 Web services, which
connect to the brokers of the overlay randomly. We compare
the result of our algorithm with that of the interest clustering
method [32].

Figure 4: Randomly generated overlay

Figure 5 to Figure 7 show the distributions of propagation
hops of messages in three kinds of communication networks.
First, we can see that in the initial distribution, many
messages need about 5 to 9 hops to be delivered (scale-free
network: 56%, random network: 61%, small-world network:
54%, cf. tables in Figure 5 to Figure 7), and the peak values
of Hops/Message amount lines are at 7 or 8 hops, as shown
in Figure 5 to Figure 7. After the community clustering,
the majority of messages are delivered within 4 hops (scale-
free: 59%, random: 49%, small-world: 61%), and the values
peak at 2 hops or 4 hops. Second, we can see that the interest
clustering method is not efficient in these network models.
It cannot significantly increase the proportion of messages
that can be delivered within 4 hops in all models. It is
interesting to note that in the scale-free network model, the
proportion of messages delivered within 4 hops is increased
to 44%. The reason is that in the scale-free network model,
the community structure is not obvious and there exists some
very popular clients that are linked by many other clients.
Interest clustering may group clients together, which link to
the same popular client, causing the distance among these
clients to be shortened. Third, we find that the proportion
of messages delivered within 4 hops is much bigger in the
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Figure 5: Scale-free network: Message amount / hop number
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small-world network than in the random network, as the
community structures in the small-world network are more
evident than in the random network. The modularity values
q for the random network and the small-world network in
our experiments are 0.35 and 0.65, respectively.

Table I shows the distributions of propagation latency of
messages in the three network models. We can see that the
percentage of messages delivered within 0.5 seconds has
been greatly increased after community clustering (scale-
free: from 7% to 33%, random: from 11% to 84%, small-
world: from 28% to 87%); interest clustering cannot achieve
this. In addition, we observe that the increase in the scale-
free network is smaller than that in the other two networks.
This is because the brokers hosting the very popular clients
in the scale-free network may suffer from the relatively
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Figure 8: Equal Cluster: with equal number of brokers

big amount of messages from and to the popular clients,
which increases the processing time of delivering messages.
Overall, community clustering is more efficient than interest
clustering in all these three network models.

Table II shows the load reduction on the backbone of the
overlay. We can see that community clustering can signifi-
cantly reduce the load (message amount) of the brokers on
the backbone and outperform interest clustering.

Sensitivity to Overlay Topology: In this experiment, we
evaluate whether our algorithm is sensitive to the choice
of overlay topology. Besides the overlay in the experiment
above that contains clusters assigned to different number
of brokers, we also generate another overlay comprised of
clusters containing an equal number of brokers, shown in
Figure 8, and the total number of brokers (excluding the
backbone) equals the number of brokers of the previous
overlay. Here, we just present the results carried out on
Equal Cluster, as the experiments on the clusters assigned
with different broker counts are already shown in the previ-
ous section.



Table I: Network model: latency distribution (s)

Scale-free Random Small-world
< 0.1 [0.1,0.5) [0.5,1] > 1 < 0.1 [0.1,0.5) [0.5,1] > 1 < 0.1 [0.1,0.5) [0.5,1] > 1

Initial distribution 2% 5% 0.4% 92.6% 7% 4% 0.4% 88.6% 7% 21% 44% 28%
Interest clustering 0.1% 3% 5% 91.9% 8% 12% 3% 77% 10% 25% 35% 30%

Community clustering 2% 31% 16% 51% 29% 55% 11% 5% 31% 56% 10% 3%

Table II: Network model: average load on the backbone

Scale-free Random Small-world
Average Amount Reduction Average Amount Reduction Average Amount Reduction

Initial distribution 10230 14498 12305
Interest clustering 7141 30% 14253 2% 10837 12%

Community clustering 3182 69% 10819 25% 4901 60%
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Figure 9: Equal Cluster: Message amount / hop number

Figure 9 shows the distributions of propagation hops of
messages on Equal Cluster. We can see that the peak values
of the Hops/Message amount lines are at 7 and 8, initially,
and after community clustering the values peak at 2, 3.
The percentage of messages delivered within 5 hops has
increased from 12% to 61%. In addition, the percentage of
messages delivered within 0.1 seconds has increased from
8.6% to 39% (the right table in Figure 9). These results
show that community clustering has significantly shortened
the delivery distance and latency of messages. Although
interest clustering can shorten the distance and latency, the
change is not as big as for community clustering. Table IV
shows the load reduction on the backbone of Equal Cluster.
Community clustering has reduced 44% of the load, while
interest clustering reduced 28%.

Table III: Equal Cluster: Latency distribution (s)

< 0.1 [0.1,0.5) [0.5,1] > 1

Initial Distribution 8.6% 75% 11% 5.4%
Interest Clustering 14% 73% 8% 5%

Community Clustering 39% 52% 6% 3%

Table IV: Equal Cluster: Load reduction on backbone

Average Amount Reduction
Initial Distribution 14636
Interest Clustering 10504 28%

Community Clustering 8157 44%

These sets of experiments show that our algorithm is
adaptive to different communication network models of
clients and different topologies of overlays, and the com-
munity clustering method outperforms the interest clustering
method. These results show that our community clustering
method is efficient and general.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In order to cope with complex client relationships in
publish/subscribe application scenarios, where clients are
simultaneously modeled as subscribers and as publishers
and taking the system maintenance cost into account, we
propose the community-oriented clustering approach to re-
locate clients in distributed publish/subscribe systems. The
objective of our approach is to overcome shortcomings of
current interest clustering approaches by achieving improved
system performance at lower client movement cost. Com-
pared with alternatives, our approach focuses on commu-
nication relationships among clients rather than entirely on
client interests. Our approach extracts community structures
from the communication relationships among clients and
relocates clients according to this logical organization in the
overlay rather than by forming physical subscriber groups.
A heuristic algorithm based on the majority-place of a
community is also put forward to balance the trade-off be-
tween the improvement in performance and the maintenance
cost. Experiments under a variety of experimental conditions
show that our community-oriented clustering approach is
efficient and outperforms the popular interest clustering
approach.
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